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A comparative study of the roots of Banunculaceae.

FRED. B. MAXWELL.

WITH PLATES II IV.

(Continued from p. 47.)

V. A study of the meristem.

In the studies thus far made, the roots of Raniinculacecz
have all been assigned to one type, as regards their apical
meristem structure, this being Erickson's third type and Janc-
ztwski's fourth. My investigations indicate that the roots
lo not all follow this type, some agreeing with Janczewski's

third type, and on account of a modification of structure for
two species, I have provisionally formed another subsidiary
type.

1 have not thought it necessary to describe and figure the
meristem of each particular species, but will define the type,

th'u ° ne re Presenta tive species under it and then name
the other species found to agree with this type.

I- My first type includes roots having three primary meri-
stem tissues, the plerome, the periblem, and, in Erickson's
pnrase, the dermocalyptrogen, the root-cap and epidermis
ayng a common origin. This will be seen to be Janczew-
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verticillaris and probably R. repens, R. bulbosas and R.

)

cicularis, though in the last three species the roots at

T<

distii

very tip show to a certain degree a blending of tissues,

perhaps the plerome and periblem could be said to coale

with the dermocalyptrogen and so belong to Erickson's thn

type. He certainly says R. repens belongs there, but

sections would indicate that the plerome and periblem w

distinct in origin though slightly confused by later grow

The roots of two plants examined differed from the
c

type only in that the epidermis can be traced as a

layer entirely about the periblem, while in the first type

epidermis ended as a distinct layer before the vegctati

point was reached. In this, as in the first type, the root-

is derived from the epidermis, for though the epidermis caj|

be traced entirely around the vegetative point, it gives <r

layers of cells which are distinctly a part of the root-caj

This variation from the first type is so slight as to warran

at most in simply establishing a subsidiary type. The ?

ture for this subsidiary type is shown for Ranunculus I

sylvanicus in plate IV, fig. 31. The epidermis is distinc

traced both by its peculiar appearance and by being a c*j

tinuous, unbroken layer entirely about the tip of the con
J

the origin of root-cap cells from this laye

and b of the figure; the cortex is of several rows of

which are reduced to two at the tip and do not coalesce

either the epidermis on one side or the central cylinder

the other. Thus we find a distinct plerome, //,
Jjr-

blem, />, and a combined dermocalyptrogen, dc. It dl c

from the first type only in that the epidermis does no
•

I

its identity, though giving- birth to the root-cap by

division on its exterior side. The only other plant 1 cer

place in this provisional type is R. arris. Other species |

doubt referred to the first type may possibly belong t0

subsidiary type.

2. My second main type corresponds to Ericksons

type in which all the tissues merge into one at the vege

point, that is, the initial group is a common one for a

sues. As an example of this type I have taken the roo^

of Aconitum Novebor accuse, 2 In this root the epi<ier

j

seen to be of cells which are larger than the other cells

root tip, and can be traced from above the roatcagi

•Plate iv, figs. 32. 33.

> tip of the corte:

r is indicated
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beneath its upward projecting layers, but ending as a distinct
layer at about i

mmfrom the tip of the central cylinder, repre-
sented at a in the figure. Here the layer loses its epidermal

character and divides to merge into the tissues of the root

\ as in the first type, the cortex of several rows of cells
I be traced as distinct layers to within about 5

mni
of the

ip of the central cylinder where they divided irregularly and
appeared to coalesce with the epidermal 3 and root cap tissues
of this region, as shown at b in the figure, the central cylinder
as bounded by the endodermis was distinct to Within a small
fraction of a millimeter from the tip, where its rows of cells
ended as distinct rows and its tissues merge into those of the
cortc a, shown at i in the figure. Thus we see that all the
t'ssu< run together at the vegetative point and the initial
group is a common one.
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structure, some on account of the very minute root tips, a

Anemone thalictroides and Coptis tri folia; others failed of sac-

cess since the material first gathered proved to bepoorad

then the ground had become frozen and I was unable to ok

tain more material. Among these latter plants, are Thalictm

polygatnum
%

Anemone Pennsylvania^ Ranunculus reciu

Clematis Virginiana, Aqnilegia Canadensis and C b

/>alns Iris.

The assigning of the species to the types as I have plac

them may be but provisional, for though I had sections of sc

eral root tips from each species in almost all cases, yet sou*

times two sections from different roots of the same spe

did not appear exactly alike in their terminal structure, ai

study of a greater number of roots might necessitate ch

ing some plants from one type to another, but they cert

do not all fall under one type of structure, 4 as indicated

Erickson.

VI. Summary.

i. Changes through secondary growth.
In discussing the differences found in the several species

Rannnenlacece examined, I have made three types of stru

on the basis of the changes taking place through secotHT

growth.

First, those plants which show no marked change c

structure, the primitive radial type of structure per

in the older roots. In this class I include Ra*&
aeris, R. Pennsylv aniens, R. recurvatus, R. septentf

R. hispidns, R. fascicularis, R. bulbosus, R. muMf
' cinatus, R. aqua tills var. trichophyllus, Hepatica « *

triloba, Aconitum Novehoracense. Trollius l&***a.

p
Second, those plants showing a greatly marked ch

the bundle area through growth of secondary xylem

which by their great development conceal the primitive

al type as found in the younger roots. To this cla

Clematis Virginian*, C. verticillaris, Cimicifnga n

Actaa alba, A. spicata var. rubra, Anemone Virginia*

its var. alba, A. Pennsylvania, Coptis trifoli' 1 ™
Canadensis and Ranunculus sceleratus.

Third, those plants which show in the older

has all been upon the mature root.

root a
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development of the central cylinder and a corresponding de-
crease of the cortex region. This change is partly brought
about by the increase of conjunctive parenchyma in the cen-
tral cylinder, the xylem being all collected at the center and
the phloem in several scattered rays radiating from this
center. But the decrease in the cortex region of the oldest
roots is mainly due to exfoliation, the epidermis and in some
cav ill but two rows of the cortex cells being thrown off, so
that the endodermis, consisting of many very small regular
cells whose walls are generally cutinized, now serves the pur-
pose of an epidermis. This exfoliation was especially noted
Wthe i'halictrums studied. In this type are placed but four
of the plants that came under my study, viz.: Thalictram
maieum, T. polygamum, Anemoncllathalictroides and Aqui '/-

<gt<i Canadensis.
l- Mai stun of vegetative point.
\ haye found that the roots of the Ranunculacece do not all
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Explanation of Plates II-IV.

Abbreviations used: e, epidermis; c, cortex; en, endodermis; c c, central #

\u/'
xylem; Ph

* Phloem; pi, plerome; p, periblem; d c, dermocalypwf
All figures of transections of roots were from camera lucida drawings; o

figures the outline was from camera lucida drawings and the details were put;

Band. The scale of magnification is indicated with most figures, thelmeO--

being the magnification of . i»» for the lower powers of the microscope, at.

.01 '"for the higher powers. Of the drawings of transections of the

snown in figs. 1 to 25, two drawings have been made of each section, one

a higher power of the microscope, showing the central cylinder, with the>

and phlo-m masses, x and ph. the surrounding conjunctive parew*
he enclosing endodermis, en, and generally one or more rows of cortex ce.

the other from a Uia objective simply to show general plan of structure,

Jrelative proportwn of cortex and central cylinder, hence only part of the c*

are drawn. J
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